
PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION ESSAY QUESTIONS

I. What is Philosophy? Essay Questions The world has a multiplicity of religious views, gods, and religious practices,
many of which are incompatible with.

Thomas' Argument from Necessity is outlined and explained. Porter Buddhist teachings consist of teaching
others how to end suffering in their own lives. Objections to that argument are also briefly examined. The
Ontological Argument. Just like morality, I think that human rationality is also somewhat relative to your
access to information. For me this raises a lot of questions regarding the nature of morality as it really is
versus the narrow view of morality influenced by religion. The belief of the transcendent gives humans a
chance or hope for eternal happiness for people who abide their beliefs. Immanuel Kant agures that existence
is not an additional quality of a thing, and so concepts cannot imply existence. If this is so, it can be said then
that the matter of belief can be left to the personal opinions and values of the believer, or simply put, belief is
completely subjective. Joe Gilmore Mr. This leads us to the more theistic approach on the variety of human
belief. Cosmological idea are empirical a posteriori arguments based on experience and sense perception.
Religious Experience Assess the claim that religious experiences prove that God exists. Probably similar to
this one, probably exactly like this one, in which there is evolutionary processes to everything that can be
explained without relying on supernatural causality. But through out history, different religions and beliefs
emerged which gives rise to the inconsistency. The Argument from Design. In that sense, it is not technically a
scientific question, although I would argue a genuine philosophical question and scientific pursuit. Though
Buddhism is commonly labeled as a religion, it fits the definition of a philosophy rather than a religion. It
might be plausibly argued that a religion must possess religious symbols and rituals to qualify as a
religion-but, if this is true, then all religions must in a way be idolatrous. Religious Language â€” Twentieth
Century Approaches  The Argument from Gradation. Just as one thinks one has held the whole thing in one
point, the rest of it slips away and falls apart. I have many questions about the nature of existence and reality
that science has not yet had an answer for that some religions claim to have. In addition, the same difficulty
mentioned above, of determining which religion is the one true religion, this theory also suffers in that it
seems to undermine the importance of being one of the people who essentially hears and follows the message
of that one religion. Another way is to 2 view beliefs in way that some are right and some are wrong
exclusivism. Some standard objections to that argument are also briefly discussed. Design Argument: A
Critique David Hume relates a number of fundamental objections to the argument to God's existence for the
natural order of the universe. There are numerous differences between religions: one versus many gods,
personal versus impersonal gods, personal survival of believers versus no survival of believers, moral codes,
religious life, etc. Religions describe societies and set moral standard of those people who choose to follow
said religion. The Problem of Evil. Finally, one can also 3 think about all religions as false atheism. Alluding
to the idea of the other that cannot be consumed by the I in Hegelian manner of the thesis and the anti-thesis
having a compromise in the form of the synthesis, religions can neither be equalized by a common
denominator nor taken separately and treated with bias. The Argument to a Necessary Being. The only time
our sense of morality seems to break down is during life-boat scenarios which are unlikely situations that
evoke extreme survival instincts. Our experience of the world shows God as the cause, creator or ultimate
explanation of the word. The same goes for people, religion has a reward and punishment system which is
now more commonly taken for a mystical interpretation which you can see by more Christians picking up the
eastern view of karma instead of the literal view of eternal punishment in the afterlife in a place called hell.
Discuss Assess the claim that Plato does not value experience enough. Evil Can Be Allowed. The fundamental
difference in these two ways to attempt to understand the world are values; I personally value truth and
genuine understanding to the best of my ability, regardless of how unsatisfying a truth may be or how
satisfying a falsehood may be. Thomas' argument that since everything that moves is moved by another, there
must thereby exist an Unmoved Mover is outlined and explained. It is not an act of morality to obey someone,
when you tell your child to clean his room he is not then deciding to be morally good if he cleans it. These
religions have their origins, a set of beliefs, a follower-ship, religious or important texts, a spread of the
religion, views on women, dietary habits, holidays and like any thing else it has critiques.


